The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) is
predicting a 25% increase in gas consumption for electric
generation by 2040 (compared to 2015).2

NATURAL GAS, Part 1
Getting Too Popular?
A New Gas Power Plant...and Its Competitors
U.S. Energy Information Administration

Austin Energy, the City’s municipal electric utility, has
proposed building a 500 Megawatt (MW) gas plant as a
partial solution to retire 1,337 MW of aging coal and gas
generators. The balance of electricity to replace these coal
and gas plants will be provided by renewable energy.
There are a number of factors that are driving the use of
natural gas for almost all new conventional power plants
built today. They include:
• increasing power plant air emission requirements, which
drive up costs and discourage the use of coal power;
• increasing efficiencies of new gas units;
• the huge increase in gas supply from fracking;
• temporarily decreased cost caused by a glut in supply;
• and relatively lower construction costs compared to
coal and nuclear plants.

Competing with Chemical Production: According to
the American Chemistry Council, about 70% of costs related to plastic resin manufacturing are linked to gas and
petroleum, either to power the industrial processes, or as
a raw material.3 With a flood of new and relatively cheap
natural gas coming on the domestic market, the U.S. petrochemical industry has been expanding to take advantage of
it. EIA estimates natural gas use for industrial feedstocks
and industrial heat and power will increase 28% by 2040
compared to 2015 consumption for these end uses.4

Seen in a bubble, gas seems an ideal fuel for a new generation of low-emisson, efficient, and affordable power plants.
The real world, however, does not allow such a simple
choice. A number of complications and trade-offs compete
with gas power plants. Most of these are not considered
at the local level where electric utilities install them. The
risks are often national and international in scope.
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More than 261 new chemical production projects had
been announced between 2010 and the end of 2015, representing a total value of more than $158 billion; 34% of this
investment was already complete or under construction.5
At least $47 billion of this is in plastics manufacturing,
which alone is expected to create about 461,800 new direct,
indirect, and payroll induced jobs.6

Competing with Coal Plants: Consumption of coalbased electricity in the U.S. has been disintegrating rapidly.
In 2005, it provided 49% of the nation’s electric supply; 10
years later, it was only 33%.1 The biggest reason was that
generation from natural gas increased to match coal’s share,
from 19% of generation in 2005 to 33% in 2015.

Competing with Gas Exports: At the same time the U.S.
is increasing use of natural gas for electicity and chemical
manufacturing, domestic exporters of Liquefied Natural
Gas (LNG) will spend $57 billion on five chilling plants by
the end of the decade.7 They will condense gas by chilling
it to 261˚ below zero and ship it overseas in some of the
largest vessels in the world. EIA has estimated exports will
rise to 19% of U.S. production by 2040, even though the
country has never exported any substantial amount of LNG
in its history.8 LNG boosters believe exports will have very
limited effect on domestic supply and cost of natural gas.

This leads to the question of whether natural gas generation is getting too popular. It can compete with coal at
current levels of natural gas consumption, but when so
many other utilities have the same idea of replacing coal
with natural gas, it can drive up the demand…and cost…
of the new preferred fuel.
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Uncertainty surrounds the future price of domestic gas,
however, even if this staggering level of exports can be attained. EIA-commissioned cost studies conclude that in the
most likely scenario, the increase will be relatively minor,
about 8 to 11% in the 2026-2040 time frame.9 In contrast a
study done by Charles River Associates concluded that by
2030, gas prices would be 40 and 63% higher under various
predictions for increased exports.10

Such is the philosophy typified in a 2011 report by Rice
University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy.14

Predicted U.S. Natural Gas Use By Sector (EIA)

Potential LNG exporters Iran and Venezuela could also
increase their world influence if they begin shipments. Iran
in particular is believed to covet nuclear weapons, and in
the future, its LNG trading partners might be less willing
to challenge this. So the theory holds that America’s LNG
exports could buy time for a change in the Iranian government, and delay Iranian pipelines to India and Pakistan and
the influence this could bring to bear on those countries.

Russia has more leverage on its European neighbors
because it currently provides over a quarter of the continent’s gas demand, and may be able to influence China in
the future with new export pipelines.
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LNG exports to Europe and Asia could strengthen
America’s influence, and would also reduce the trade deficit
partially driven by our country’s obsessive oil imports.
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Competing with Supply Limits: The EIA predicts
demand for chemicals, electricity, and exports will push
requirements for domestic production to unprecedented
levels. In 2015, the U.S. produced 28 Quads of natural gas
energy, literally the highest in history. The Energy Information Administration predicts production will exceed this by
55% by 2040, a level previously thought to be a hallucination.11
Such assumptions have come under criticism by some
geologists in the petroleum industry. A study from the
University of Texas at Austin, which looked at shale gas
producing regions with a greater level of detail than EIA,
suggested that the U.S. will reach a new gas peak sometime in the next decade and then struggle to keep up with
demand.12 Another study by Canadian geologist David
Hughes is even more pessimistic, predicting that U.S.
fracking production will peak in this decade, with total
shale gas production about 40% lower than EIA’s forecast.13

Competing with the Environment: Since the widespread
use of fracking in the late 1990s, there has been a resurgence
of oil and gas extraction in the U.S. This has occurred at the
expense of thousands of families (at a minimum) harmed
by toxic air emissions, contaminated water, earthquakes
caused by wastewater injections, incessant noise from
industrial operations, and lowered property values from
living near the epicenter of drilling operations.

Zachary Alan Landers, U.S. Navy

With notable exceptions, neighbors seeking respect and
justice have proved no match for the deep pockets of the
oil and gas industry. It is hard to imagine, though, that the
industry will not eventually be checked. There will just be
too many victims. If the industry does not reform itself,
it is inevitable that plaintiff’s lawsuits and government
regulation will. And when this occurs, it may limit the
ability to maintain or increase supply levels.
Most people do not take well to being assigned to live
in national sacrifice zones.
Competing with National Security: It has become
common thinking in certain circles of national government that if our country became a major LNG exporter, it
would put other energy-rich nations hostile to the U.S. at
a disadvantage.
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And Competing with Uncertainty: Assuming that it is
even possible for this record amount of gas to be produced
in the U.S., is it at all likely?
9

Endnotes

The LNG industry will not voluntarily decide
to go bankrupt in the name of low domestic
gas prices. Will bankruptcy happen anyway if
supplies of cheap gas do not grow as expected?
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As the environmental effects of this much production
become apparent, will residents of rural America, not to
mention the general public, tolerate more air and water
contamination and earthquake risks in the name of national
security and profits for LNG exporters?
Will the chemical industry sacrifice its profits and growth
so that Russia will have less political influence?
Will U.S. electric consumers tolerate higher bills because
of the LNG exports and chemical industry demand?
Will coal plants make a comeback, worsening the effects
of global warming, because the price of electricity gets too
expensive because of the competition for natural gas?
The LNG industry, now heavily mortgaged, will not
voluntarily decide to go bankrupt in the name of lower
domestic consumer prices. Will bankruptcy happen anyway
if supplies of cheap gas do not grow as expected?
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These are all sobering questions. Despite its many environmental problems, until or unless renewable baseload
or energy storage technologies appropriate for Texas are
found, natural gas is arguably the cleanest electric option
– compared to coal and uranium – to balance intermittent
wind and solar energy technology. However, if you read
the environmental implications of gas use in the next section, you may conclude that it is only a Hobson’s choice.
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Adapted from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

NATURAL GAS, Part 2
Fracks from Fiction
Gas & the Environment

Oil and gas drilling was never benign; it has become even
more invasive with the widespread adoption of slickwater
hydraulic fracturing or “fracking.” This technique employs
high-pressure water and chemicals (many of them dangerous), and occasionally explosives, to fracture earth saturated
with oil and gas that is accessed through deep horizontal
wells. Since almost half of all domestic oil and over half
of all domestic gas in 2015 were extracted by fracking, and
since gas is the most likely conventional fuel that will be
used to balance renewable energy intermittency in Texas,
its environmental effects need to be considered in detail.
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This idealized diagram shows the production chain of hydraulic
fracking. Wells can often be a mile underground.

In 2011, one of the driest years in the recorded
history of Texas, about a quarter of water consumption in Dimmit County was used for fracking.

2. Underground Water Contamination
In the Barnett shale field in Texas, there was a
drinking water well so contaminated with methane that water entering the plumbing contained
as much as 7 times the concentration necessary
to cause explosions.

The fracking cocktail generally consists of about 90%
water, 9.5% quartz sand (called “proppants” because it
“props up” or holds the fissures open), and 0.5% or less of
chemicals.1 Though water consumption ranges depending
on the geology, between 2005 and 2014, the median water
use per fracking well in the U.S. was 3.3 million gallons.2
Each well pad can be used for as many as 10 wells that go in
different directions. Depending on geology, each well can
be refracked several times. By comparison, conventional
drilling only uses an average of 255,000 gallons per well.3

Fracking chemical mixtures are engineered to optimize
“in situ” (in place) mining. After a horizontal well is drilled,
perforated casement is laid, and high-pressure water is
injected to fracture the earth the casement pipe is in contact with. There are easily hundreds of chemicals used for
fracking, with a large number of them being quite toxic.

Between 2011 and 2014, an estimated total of 42 to 48
billion gallons of water was used annually for fracking
oil and gas in the U.S.4 Depending on how you look at it,
this amount is either outrageous, or barely noticeable. In
the entire of 2014, Austin’s water utility consumed about
45 billion gallons. However, this same amount is only 3
hours of water consumption for the U.S.5

• The first injected water is often laced with powerful acids
(e.g., hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, acetic, formic) to clean
fractures and disintegrate minerals in the extraction zone.
• Proppant sand is often coated with acrylonitrile, a poison
and possible human carcinogen.
• Gels are used to increase the thickness of the water to
better transport the sand.
• When the sand is delivered and inserted, other chemicals
are injected to break down the gels to allow better extraction of oil and gas.
• Friction-reducing agents, including surfactants, and even
kerosene and diesel oil, are added to create better flow.
Diesel contains BTEX chemicals (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene), which are poisonous and carcinogenic.
• Antifreeze is added to winterize the chemical mixture
stored at the surface.
• Biocides in the mix prevent bacteria from growing on
the hydrocarbons and clogging the well.
• Anti-corrosion and anti-scaling agents protect the piping
and casement.

A better benchmark to evaluate excessive water use is to
look at the region it is drawn from. Between January 2011
and May 2013, about half the water used in U.S. fracking
occurred in Texas, and about half of that Texas water was
in the Eagle Ford Shale region in South Texas.6
Several counties there have already seen their water
tables drop 100 to 300 feet in the last 50 years. In 2011, one
of the driest years in the recorded history of Texas, about
a quarter of water consumption in Dimmit County was
used for fracking.7 About half the wells in both the U.S.
and Texas were drilled in regions with high or extremely
high water stress.
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An assessment of chemicals identified in fracking
mixtures in 2013 found that at least one-third of all wells
employed at least one chemical that was carcinogenic,
including naphthalene, benzyl chloride, and formalde11

hyde.8 The same study demonstrated that 90% of
wells used at least one chemical that was a suspected
carcinogen. Other chemicals in some of the mixtures,
such as hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids, are highly
and acutely toxic if inhaled or ingested, and extremely
hazardous if they come in contact with skin and eyes.
Between 4 and 28 unique chemicals are used in each
well.9 While these chemicals, on average, only make
up about 0.5% of the mixture, in an average 3.3 million
gallon well, this amounts to 16,500 gallons.
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About two-thirds of the fracking mix stays underground after the operation, and there have conservatively been hundreds of cases of groundwater
contamination from the chemicals or methane itself.10
There have been cases where homes or wells near these
homes have been damaged by explosions from the gas
in the groundwater, and other cases where domestic
water supplies could literally catch fire.

Probably the largest documented group of cases surrounding water contamination from fracking in the U.S.
was conducted by the non-profit news organization Public
Herald. In an investigation of public records, the Herald
uncovered 280 confirmed cases of well contamination by
the Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental Protection (DEP)
in shale-producing counties in the state between December
of 2007 and June of 2016.14 These were just the complaints
that were confirmed; 1,275 water-related complaints were
actually lodged.

In addition to flowback from injected fracking water,
wells emit produced water. All oil and gas wells pump
naturally occurring ground water, which is often 10 times
more briny than water in the world’s oceans. This is further
contaminated by BTEX chemicals, heavy metals, methane,
and naturally-occurring radioactive isotopes in the earth
or the oil and gas the water is in contact with. Produced
water is also often treated as toxic waste.
There are at least 3 direct pathways for chemical contamination from oil and gas wells.

In Texas, groundwater problems have been documented
in the Barnett shale formation west of Ft. Worth. One of the
highest profile cases involved a landowner whose water
well was so contaminated after oil and gas wells were sited
near his home that methane was entering his domestic water
plumbing as high as 7 times the concentration necessary to
cause explosions.16 Several of his neighbors experienced
similar problems. Though some research has ascribed this
to naturally occurring gas, at least one study specifically
tracked the chemical signature of the methane to oil and
gas drilling.16

2A. Faulty Wells – The most likely avenues for fracking
fluids and methane to contaminate ground water is drinking
water and casement leaks in the underground oil and gas
pipes and chemical leaks at the surface. Despite requirements and standards requiring that casements that draw
up oil and gas are not supposed to come in contact with
drinking water aquifers, a certain percentage of them are
either installed improperly or deteriorate. Recently, at least
7% of wells in Pennsylvania were found to have defective
casings that could contaminate drinking water aquifers.11

Information of well contamination in the region was also
shown in a 2015 study with Zacariah Hildenbrand at UTArlington as lead author. It tracked trace chemicals related
to oil and gas drilling in groundwater in the Barnett shale
region, included BTEX, cyclohexane, ethanol, and methanol
in a large share of samples.17 While these chemicals were
not conclusively caused by drilling, they were associated
with it, and further monitoring was encouraged.

2B. Accidents – Carelessness and accidents also cause
spills at or near the well pad, with the chemicals spilling
on the ground to infiltrate into the ground water, or to
run off with rains into nearby surface water. They can
also evaporate, causing general harm to air quality, and
possibly, acute hazards to workers.
Estimates of spill frequency in 3 states ranged from 1 to
12 per hundred wells.12 The median volume of chemicals
or fracking fluids spilled was 420 gallons per event, which
did not include spills of produced water.13

3. Wastewater Holding Ponds
Between 2011 and 2014, an estimated 41 billion
gallons of flowback and produced water was
extracted annually from U.S. oil and gas wells.

2C. Geologic Communication – A third avenue of contamination is for fracking fluids and methane delivered
below a groundwater aquifer to migrate up to the groundwater through communication between geologic strata.
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After fracking, much of the injected water as well as
12
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produced water come to the surface as “flowback.” Depending on the geology and well, this wastewater can exceed
the original volume injected. Between 2012 and 2014, an
estimated 41 billion gallons of flowback and produced
water was extracted annually from U.S. oil and gas wells.18
While some of this was recycled, the largest percentage
was treated as toxic waste, injected deep underground
in special disposal wells. While a well is waiting for this
water to be recycled or disposed of, it is stored in ponds on
site, leading to more pathways for environmental damage.
3A. Water Leaks – Chemically-laced water can leak
through poor or broken linings to contaminate groundwater
or spill into nearby surface waters.
3B. Air Emissions – Harmful volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in the chemically-laced water can evaporate, contaminating air quality, both locally and regionally. VOCs
are also ozone-causing chemicals that can affect the health
of major population centers far away from the source. For
instance, emissions from the Eagle Ford shale region in
South Texas can migrate to San Antonio.

In 2008, about 273 million barrels of drilling waste was stored
and disposed of onsite at U.S. oil and gas wells.
In New Mexico alone, the state Environmental Bureau recorded more than 6,700 cases of pit contamination to soil
and water between the mid-1980s and 2003.22
Like frack-water holding ponds, they are easily accessible to birds and other animals, which can easily mistake
them for water holes and ponds. Besides hazards to them
from the chemicals, oil can also coat the feathers of birds,
rendering the insulation quality of the feathers useless, and
causing the animals to freeze. It has been estimated that
hundreds of thousands, and perhaps millions, of animals
die each year due to exposure to these pits. In many states,
pits are required to have exclusion devices, including nets,
to keep birds and animals away. However, many do not
have them, or the barriers have fallen into disrepair.

3C. Wildlife Mortality – Wildlife that mistake the ponds
for fresh water are also frequently poisoned.

4. Drilling Wastes
Well waste pits are so toxic that some would
qualify as Superfund sites, but drilling wastes are
exempted from hazardous waste laws through
loopholes given to the industry.

At the end of a well’s life, pit remediation is required,
which adds to the cost of production. Usually, this is
accomplished through onsite burial after pit fluids have
evaporated. While fumes from the evaporation themselves
can sometimes be hazardous, there is also danger that the
dried toxins will leach into the ground and ground water
over time.

In 2008, about 273 million barrels of drilling waste was
stored and disposed of onsite at U.S. oil and gas wells.19
This waste included drilling cuttings, drilling muds, lubricating fluids in these muds (which sometimes included
diesel oil), produced sands, completion fluids, debris, filter
media, and tank-bottom sludge.
These wastes are generally retained in oil pits (“reserves”), a bermed hole often as large as an Olympic
swimming pool. Some of the hazardous substances found
in them include hydrochloric acid, surfactants, rig wash,
diesel fuel, glycols, waste oil from machinery, heavy brine,
heavy metals (arsenic, chromium, lead), and radioactive
materials. Sometimes produced water, oil, and oil condensate that are not properly separated from this produced
water also end up in these pits.

5. Deep Injection of Wastewater
Before 2009, prior to large-scale wastewater
injection associated with fracking, there were an
average of less than 2 earthquakes in Oklahoma
above Magnitude 3.0 per year. In 2015, there were
907. Virtually all of this was attributed to deep
injection of oil and gas wastewater.

These pits can be so toxic that some would qualify as
Superfund sites for hazardous material remediation if they
came from another source.20 However, oil and gas drilling
wastes are specifically exempted from hazardous waste
regulations through loopholes given to the oil industry.21

5A. Leaks of Class II Wells – Flowback water and
produced water from conventional and fracked wells are
often pressure-injected deep (several miles) in underground
aquifers as a means of toxic waste disposal. The rationales
for this practice are: 1) these aquifers are so deep that they
will never cross-contaminate drinking water aquifers closer
to the surface; and 2) these Class II aquifers are so deep and

These pits require liners, but frequently leak due to tears.
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briny that they will never be tapped for human consumption. Both assumptions are questionable.

Chance of Damage
10% – 12%
6% – <10%
2% – <6%
1% – <2%
<1%

In a roughly three-year period between late 2007 and 2010,
an analysis conducted by the non-profit investigative news
organization ProPublica discovered 17,000 well integrity
violations nationally, one for every six it examined.23 More
than 7,000 were leaking. The same analysis showed that in
Texas in 2010, one leak was discovered for every 3 examined.
Most often the violations were for cracks or holes in the
wells and casings, which can allow the wastewater to seep
into the earth and eventually contaminate groundwater.
Wells can also cause problems even if the well structure
is sound if water is injected too fast or too hard (under too
much pressure). Old oil wells and natural fissures in the
earth can convey this dangerous wastewater back to the
surface or into drinking water aquifers.

U.S. Geologic Survey 2017 earthquake predicitons
but (as yet) no loss of life, and as yet, no disasters. On November 5, 2011, the most severe earthquake in Oklahoma’s
recorded history to date, at M 5.6, was centered 44 miles
east of Oklahoma City. It delivered minor injuries to 2
people, and damaged 14 homes as well as a building on a
college campus. Part of the state highway near the quake
buckled.30 Tremors from the event could be measured all
the way from South Texas to South Wisconsin.31

There have been numerous instances of leaks from deep
injection wells into water wells or other oil wells, probably
due to more-than-expected pressure in the injection wells,
unexpected cracks in the injection well casing, or unexpected fissures between aquifers allowing transfer of the
waste fluid to uncontaminated groundwater. Sometimes
the pressure was so strong that the contaminated water
was even pushed to the surface.

The most common concerns about continuing occurrences are: 1) the effects of many small quakes can weaken
structures over time; and 2) just because a disaster has not
happened yet does not prohibit one in the future.

While most leaks are caught before they cause harm,
between 2008 and 2011, regulators in various states recorded
150 incidents of alleged contamination from injection
wells.24 In a Texas study of high-salinity soil, it was determined that 29 brine injection wells were the likely cause.25

Damage in Oklahoma could be particularly calamitous, and ironic, in that the Cushing oil storage center, an
important national distribution point for oil storage and
transport, is in one of the worst parts of the state threatened by the quakes. Major damage in its vicinity could
have financial and even energy security implications for
a noticeable part of the U.S.

Texas leads all other states in the collective number of
Class I (industrial waste) and Class II (oil and gas waste)
injection wells.

To a lesser, but still worrisome extent, these quakes
have also occurred in Texas, particularly in the Dallas/Ft.
Worth Metroplex area. There have been 114 events between
October of 2008 and June of 2016 in the Dallas/Ft. Worth
area. None of them were major, though 32 of these were
above Magnitude 3; one (near Venus, TX) reached M 4.32

5B. Frackquakes – The sheer quantities of flowback
and produced water injected into Class II wells is causing
earthquakes in eight states, including Oklahoma, Texas,
and Ohio. The volume and frequency of injections is creating man-made pressure on earthquake fault zones in the
vicinity of the wells.

The number of events has become so ominous that, in
2016, the United States Geologic Survey released its firstever map predicting earthquake damage that includes
induced (manmade) seismicity. The 2017 update predicted
a 1 to 12% chance of damage in a large part of Oklahoma.33

In 2014 and 2015, Oklahoma exceeded all other states,
including California, in earthquake frequency. Before 2009,
there were an average of less than 2 earthquakes above
Magnitude (M) 3.0 in the whole state per year.26 In 2015,
there were 907.27 In 2016, it fell to 623, probably due in part
to state government action to limit injection water disposal
in vulnerable geologic formations.28 While some see the
decrease in numbers as a sign that mitigation is working,
the quakes in 2016 became stronger, with 3 of the 5 strongest
in the state’s recorded history occurring that year.29 There
is no way to know how many years it will take before the
danger completely subsides, or if the quakes will go on
at reduced levels in spite of continued mitigation efforts.

Based on these concerns, the Federal Emergency Management Agency has analyzed the effect that an M 5.6
earthquake would have on West and downtown sections
of Dallas. While pegged at less than a 1% chance in 2016,
the damage to 80,000 buildings, as well as levees and dams,
could amount to as much as $9.5 billion.34

On occasion, they have caused minor damage to property,
Natural Gas – Fracks from Fiction
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6. Toxic Air Emissions
In 2013, oil and gas wells in the state of Texas
flared or vented enough gas to supply electricity
to the entire city of Austin.
Both conventional and fracking oil and gas extraction
cause dangerous air emissions. These include criteria pollutants such as nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide, VOCs
such as formaldehyde, hazardous air products (HAPS) such
as benzene and toluene, and the highly toxic gas hydrogen
sulfide. These also include leaks of natural gas itself.
There are several production pathways for environmental exposure, which are discussed below.

Flared gas is so common that it can be seen at night from space.
This photo compares well flaring in the Eagle Ford shale field to
electric lighting from Houston and other Texas cities.

6A. The Well – In 2012, inspectors from the Texas Commission for Environmental Quality were investigating a
complaint from a well site.35 They found levels of VOCs
so dangerous that they evacuated the site. Unfortunately,
they did not warn residents near the distressed site to take
similar action.

6B. The Pipeline and Metering Stations – In 2015, the
U.S maintained over 2.7 million miles of gas gathering
lines, major pipelines, and gas utility lines.38 Leaks are
ubiquitous in this infrastructure.

Wells, particularly oil wells, produce excess gas, which
is “stranded” because it is not deemed cost effective to
build a gas pipeline to markets. This gas is either flared
or vented directly into the atmosphere, wasting valuable
energy while causing onsite and regional pollution. Even
wells that only produce natural gas vent some of it into the
atmosphere through leaks in the infrastructure.

6C. Compressor Stations – Compressors that transport
gas through these lines are themselves fueled by natural
gas, which creates exhaust emissions, and when overpressurized, compressors leak gas directly into the air.
6D. Processing Plants – In 2014, there were 551 gas
processing plants nationwide, with 181 of them in Texas.39
These remove impurities not already extracted or emitted at
the well site or through leaks in the pipeline infrastructure.
Impurities include water, CO2, hydrogen sulfide, VOCs,
HAPs, as well as heavier hydrocarbon gases such as ethane
and propane that are extracted for other chemical or fuel use.

Vented gas sends methane, a powerful greenhouse gas,
into the atmosphere, and often includes other harmful
substances such as VOCs like benzene and formaldehyde,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, soot, and hydrogen sulfide. While many VOCs are poisons in their own right, they
will also combine with nitrogen oxides to form ozone, an
airborne corrosive chemical that causes asthma and other
lung disease. Ozone concentrations near the fracking fields
of rural Utah and Wyoming have become so bad that they
rival the levels seen in major cities such as Los Angeles.36

7. Nuisance Factors
It can take thousands of truck trips down
poorly built country roads in front of rural homesteads to drill one new fracking well.

Flared gas produces criteria pollutants (sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, particulates), carbon
dioxide, heavy metals, and reduced but measurable levels
of VOCs and hydrogen sulfide.

A 2013 study by the Wall Street Journal concluded that
about 15.3 million people in the U.S. lived within a mile of
an oil or gas well – that was 1 out of 20 Americans.40 It will
come as no comfort to them that fracking wells generally
do not make good neighbors.

“Glycol dehydrators” at well sites remove water from the
gas and then vent the water vapor, as well as toxic gases,
into the atmosphere.

Even ignoring the hazards of local air and water pollution, the noise, dust, glaring lights, traffic, risk of traffic
accidents, odors, and invasions of privacy by workers
near rural homesteads and farms from fracking wells and
infrastructure have, by now, likely created thousands of
resentful families whose quality of life has been violated.
In some cases, their property has been rendered effectively
worthless by the damage done to air, water, and scenery.

Drilling equipment and other machinery often operate
on diesel fuel, with its own emissions of criteria pollutants.
In 2013, wells and gas processing plants in Texas flared
or vented enough gas to supply more electricity than Austin
Energy customers consumed (if the gas had been consumed
in an efficient generator).37
Natural Gas – Fracks from Fiction
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per unit of energy as natural gas. So on balance, methane
emissions reduce the global warming benefits of converting
from coal to natural gas.

Will Koop

Assuming a 2.1% methane leakage rate in the U.S. natural
gas system and a methane multiplier for coal, this would
mean that an efficient natural gas plant would produce
54% less carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions compared to
Austin’s Fayette coal plant in the first 20 years, and 64% less
equivalent emissions in a 100-year time frame. While the
savings is substantial, it is less than what would be assumed
by looking at CO2 emissions alone (without methane), a
69% reduction in a 100-year time frame.44

Pounds Per Kilowatt Hour

Carbon Dioxide Equivalent Emissions of Existing
Coal and New Gas Plants Per Kilowatt Hour
It can take several thousand truck trips to frack one well
Living next to a fracking site is akin to living next to
an industrial operation. By one study, 3,950 large truck
trips (18-wheelers) and 2,840 small truck trips per well are
needed to haul construction material, supplies and frack
water into the site and wastewater away from the site.41
This is about twice the number needed for conventional
drilling. These trucks wear down the poorly built rural
roads they drive on, while creating dust and noise 24/7.
This is not to mention the incessant exhaust, dust, and noise
from the drilling machines operating at 3,500 horsepower.
This process can last for as long as 3 months at a time, and
can continue if the same well is refracked. Even after one
well has played out, more wells can be fracked at the same
site – as many as 10 wells can be drilled on each well pad.

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

Coal 20 Years Coal 100 Years Gas 20 Years Gas 100 Years
Carbon Dioxide
Methane

Mitigating Drilling Risks
Best Management Practices
There is no way to remove all of the environmental
problems inherent in oil and gas drilling. It is, by its very
nature, an invasive process. There are, however, techniques
and technologies to mitigate its effect on local neighbors and
the environment. Some of these are employed at certain
drilling sites now, though it is doubtful that any single one
of them is universally employed in the drilling industry,
and highly unlikely they are employed together as part of
a Best Management Practices package.

After the well is retired, it can take years (sometimes a
generation) for the land to recover (assuming that there is
an adequate remediation plan in place). Between 2005 and
2012, the land damaged from fracking oil and gas wells in
the U.S. amounted to 360,000 acres.42 This pales compared
to the amount of land leased by 70 of the country’s largest oil and gas companies for further drilling, equal to the
combined land area of the states of California and Florida.43

8. Methane Global Warming

Such a package could raise the price of gas. Even so,
environmental mitigation costs are the price we pay for
living in a more civilized society.

Methane can be 86 times more potent as a
global warming gas than carbon dioxide in the
first 20 years after its release.

Alternatives to Water Used for Fracking – Various alternative technologies and strategies have been developed as
a partial or complete alternative to water-based fracking.

The majority of unprocessed natural gas is methane.
Compared to carbon dioxide, it is a more potent global
warming chemical, trapping more heat in the earth’s atmosphere in short-term time frames. While methane eventually
degrades into carbon dioxide, it can be 86 times more potent
in the first 20 years after release, and 34 times as potent in
the first 100 years of release.

Nitrogen and/or carbon dioxide gas can partially or totally
replace water and chemicals. (The proportion of water depends on the geology.) One of the world’s largest oil service
companies, Baker-Hughes, markets a system trade-named
VaporFrac™, which has developed a niche market in some
water-poor drilling regions. In shallower shale formations,
it combines alternative gases with ultra-lightweight sand.
The lack of water often yields more gas because water has
a tendency to block gas flow by closing some of the fracked
fissures in the well.

While theoretically methane originating from gas wells
would be burned and emit CO2, leaks in the gas infrastructure emit methane directly into the atmosphere. Mining
coal also produces methane, though not nearly as much
Natural Gas – Fracks from Fiction
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Well pad in Belmont, OH – Photo by Ted Auch, FracTracker Alliance

In deeper wells, these gases can also be used in combination with water. This greatly reduces, but does not
eliminate, water and chemical use.
Reduction of Hazardous Chemical Use and Water Use
– Various drilling companies and their service providers
have devised technologies and strategies to reduce hazardous chemicals in water used for fracking, or to eliminate
the use of freshwater in their operations.
The mega-giant oil service firm Halliburton is marketing
a group of 3 more benign fracking technologies trade-named
CleanSuite™. This includes: CleanStim®, which uses foodgrade chemicals to enhance the water; CleanStream®, which
uses water treatment from UV light to replace biocides; and
CleanWave®, which purifies wastewater through electrocoagulation to replace freshwater used in fracking.
In the Permian Basin region of Texas, companies such
as Apache Corporation and Fasken Oil & Ranch have
eliminated freshwater use for fracking operations. They
use a combination of brackish water undrinkable without
expensive treatment, and recycled flowback and produced
water from their oil and gas wells that has been upgraded.

ups of new wells to gathering field lines; and 2) portable
gas-to-liquids conversion technologies and onsite electric
generation supplied by the otherwise-wasted gas.
As an additional disincentive, all gas should be metered
at the well site, and taxes and royalties should be paid on it.

Recycling not only lowers the cost of water supply, but
it also eliminates the steep cost of transportation and deep
injection disposal. In one region where Apache was operating, recycled water was 29¢/barrel, compared to $2.25/
barrel for offsite disposal.

Hazard Disclosures to Neighbors – Oil and gas wells
have their share of emergency situations and chronic hazards to their neighbors. If emergencies, such as hazardous
air emissions, chemical spills, or other accidents occur, some
type of alert or Reverse-911 system needs to be employed.

Other companies in Texas with innovative strategies
that save water include Pioneer Energy Services, which
uses evaporation control covers at water storage sites, and
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation, which has built roads
with limestone to reduce water use for dust suppression.

Disclosure of chemicals in fracking water is another
key concern for residents using local groundwater. While
chemical use has become more transparent over time, some
fracking formula manufacturers still guard some of their
ingredients as trade secrets.

Air-Emissions Control – Air emissions occur at every
stage of natural gas extraction and processing. A comprehensive group of strategies needs to be implemented
to reduce emissions and improve oil and gas recovery.45

Closed Loop Waste Systems and Fluid Reuse Systems
– Waste pits can largely be replaced by closed loop waste
management systems that store the liquids in closed,
double-walled tanks. The liquid is often separated with
a chemically-enhanced centrifuge; alternatively, it can be
trucked to an offsite licensed oil field waste facility.

• Cleaner fuel sources need to be employed to operate
machinery. Electricity is preferred, followed by natural gas.
Diesel should be eliminated whenever possible.
• Gas leak detection and repair should be pursued at
all stages of the fuel chain on a routine basis.
• Oil and condensate storage tanks should install vapor
recovery units, which can also add to fuel recovery.
• Onsite air emission devices should be installed and
maintained for polluting equipment such as glycol dehydrators (that remove water from raw gas). Adjusting
circulation of the glycol fluid can also reduce air pollutants.
• Pneumatic valves, pumps, and other equipment work
off gas pressure, and leak by design. They need to be replaced with low–leak or no-leak equipment.

If cuttings (dirt and rock from the drilling process) are
not contaminated by the drilling fluids, they can sometimes
be used for other purposes, such as berms surrounding the
tanks to contain unintended leaks that could contaminate
soil and groundwater. If not, they can be buried onsite.
Closed systems also employ leak monitoring devices.
Closed-loop systems can reduce water use for drilling
and cementing by 80%, and overall waste from drilling
pits by 90%.46
Advanced water-recycling options also exist that can
separate condensate, brine, methanol, and fresh water for
reuse. Gas condensate is recovered and sold. The methanol
and brine are reused in drilling fluids. The purified water

Outright flaring and venting of gas should be discouraged with various strategies, including: 1) quick hookNatural Gas – Fracks from Fiction
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is either reused at other drilling sites or for the benefit of
livestock and wildlife.
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Least-Toxic Drilling Muds – Drilling muds are used
to lubricate drill cuttings so that they will separate from
the well and can be extracted, and to line the well’s sides.
Some muds contain diesel oil. However, there are muds
consisting of more benign materials including vegetable
oil and least-toxic chemicals such as mineral oil.
Barriers for Noise, Light, and Dust – Some drilling
companies erect temporary walls as high as 20 feet tall to
mitigate sound, nighttime glare from work lights, and dust.
Such assemblies often consist of fiber or plastic blankets
supported by steel beams.
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NATURAL GAS, Part 3
The New Gas Plant and Race

Is a New Decker Plant Environmental Racism?
When I read an editorial by an environmental activist
decrying the building of a new gas plant at Decker Lake
in East Austin as environmental racism, I wondered how
much truth there was to this accusation. Austin has indeed logged incidents of environmental racism in its past,
including building Holly Street Power Plant in a Hispanic
neighborhood, and the “Tank Farm,” a storage depot for
petrochemicals in East Austin emitting dangerous air- and
water-borne chemicals.
Decker Lake Power Plant
ern, cleaner 500 MW gas turbine were built to replace the
existing 2 steam units, NOx pollution would fall to about
100 tons (or less) per year, a minimum 60% reduction.4

I decided to research the siting of Decker Lake, as well
as other electric and fuel plants in the city, to see if they fit
in the same mold. After extensive research, I found that
pollution emissions from the old Decker plant are not
outrageous, and its proposed replacement would reduce
them by huge percentages. I also found that environmental
racism, or racial insensitivity, were not motives in siting
the existing facility or building a new one.

If you consider that the new Decker plant, in combination with new solar and wind contracts, is meant to replace
not only the gas units, but the 602 Megawatt Fayette coal
plant as well, the reduction is even more profound. This
would create a total regional reduction of 95% of NOx, a 98%
reduction in sulfur dioxide, and a 72% reduction in carbon
dioxide.5 (Methane emissions, discussed previously, would
lower effective carbon reductions to 65% over 100 years.)

But that is not all that I found.
Relative to the span of recorded history, providing
electric power and natural gas to large numbers of people
is a recent innovation. Read this story and you will view
a different side of Austin seen through the evolution of its
energy infrastructure over more than 100 years. It was a
more primitive place, where environmental abuse and pollution were much more tolerated than they are now. And it
began at a time when staying warm in the winter dwarfed
concerns people had about air quality and asthma. It was
the dawn of an age when convenience of electricity began to
replace the drudgery of kerosene lamps and ice deliveries.

These reductions are for the Decker replacement strategy, and do not include Austin’s other gas plant, Sand Hill
Energy Center, or the City’s numerous legacy contracts for
renewable energy from suppliers throughout Texas.
Tons of Pollution Reduction from Replacement
of Decker Gas Plant/Fayette Coal Plant With New
Gas Plant/Renewable Energy
Nitrogen
Sulfur
Carbon
Oxide
Dioxide
Dioxide
Fayette
1,940
312
3,884,484
Old Decker
248
7
256,307
Total Old Plants
2,188
319
4,140,791

Onsite Pollution Emissions
There are two considerations you have to address in
dealing with allegations of environmental racism at Decker
Lake. The first is the pollution emissions that will be emitted compared to the current situation. The other is whether
the Decker site itself was chosen because of disregard for
people of color.

New Decker
Percent Reduction

6

1,147,882

95.3%

98.1%

72%

As another point of comparison, the University of Texas
at Austin has one of the largest campus cogeneration facilities in the country. Its 137-MW gas-fueled power plants
and chillers provide electricity, cooling, and heating to 17
million square feet of buildings. In 2014, its emissions were
larger than Decker, at 400 tons of NOx. Unlike Decker, it
is located in the most densely inhabited area of Austin.6

There are currently 6 units at Decker collectively rated at
a total of 927 Megawatts (MW), including 2 steam-driven
generators rated at 735 MW and 4 small combustion turbines
that mechanically resemble jet engines collectively rated
at 192 MW.1 These turbines are profoundly inefficient in
terms of fuel use, often using 2 to 3 times more than the
state’s most efficient power plants to produce the same
amount of electricity. Their purpose is quick-start peak
demand capacity for a few hours of the year.

Site Selection
Researching history, it is apparent that most of the location decisions for electric and gas utility infrastructure in
Austin were largely based on the technology available at
the time and the shape of the city.

Nitrogen oxide (NOx) is the main “criteria” air pollutant
emitted from gas power plants.2 In 2014, the total NOx
emissions from the Decker site were 248 tons.3 If a modNatural Gas – The New Gas Plant and Race
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One must keep in mind that until 1928, Austin did not
have access to natural gas from petroleum drilling. Building heating, water heating, cooking, factories, and power
plants commonly used coal, coke, and wood. Pollution
control was probably primitive if it existed at all, and tolerance for onsite pollution was relatively high compared to
today. It was not until about 1900 that the first gas-fueled
cooking ranges began to be sold in Austin, which were
fueled by a utility that gasified coal. Even as late as 1940,
when the first survey of heating fuel was conducted by the
U.S. Census, over a quarter of homes in the city of Austin
were still heated with wood. (In the state of Texas, the same
Census found 47% of homes were heated with wood, and
another 3% with coal.)

Old gas plant at current Seaholm site, 1936
The Austin dam break in 1900 knocked out the City’s
electric generation for about 5 weeks. The generators from
the hydroelectric facility were salvaged from the river
and attached to an old steam engine on the shores of the
Colorado at what was then the far Western edge of town,
about a block west of where Lamar Boulevard is today.

A. First Steam Plants and Seaholm Power Plant – The
first fossil fuel electric generation plant creating enough
electricity to serve Austin was located on the Colorado River
near the mouth of Shoal Creek at or very near the historic
Seaholm Power Plant building on Cesar Chavez Street.7
The site and generation equipment on it were purchased
by Austin’s utility in 1902 from the rival, privately owned
Austin Water, Light, & Power Company after a bitter 15year struggle.8

Most of the old generation equipment that the City
purchased from the private company could not be reused
because it was in disrepair. Instead, Austin reinstalled its
coal plant at the Seaholm site beginning in 1906.11 It was
converted to natural gas in 1929. By the time of its conversion, it was burning up to 45,000 tons of lignite coal a
year.12 An oblivious sign that city government had little
concern for the environmental effects of coal was that, in
1924, a new water treatment plant was built on the land
adjacent to it. Coal was being burned about 800 feet from
the town’s only potable water supply directly east across
Shoal Creek.

The private company probably chose the site, in large
part, because it was on the banks of the Colorado River,
and it had water supply wells adjacent to it. The location
was also important for the water supply used in its steam
generators. The company had generated power at the location from at least 1887 and probably as far back as 1885.
There were “negro shanties” identified in a historical
map near the plant site in 1885.9 It is unclear if the privately
owned company purchased the land out of racial disregard,
or if the tenements were created before or after the plant
was built. Nor were black citizens of the era confined to
the neighborhood. The Freedman’s towns in the Austin
area that sprang up after the Civil War were located far
away from this plant.

The City installed several more modern gas units at the
site to expand generation capacity. The first of these units
commenced operation in 1950. Ultimately 9 small units
(20 to 40 MW) were built there; 2 of them had the flexibility
to burn coal, though this never happened.13 The site was
eventually named for Walter Seaholm, a former manager
of the electric utility.

By 1900, Census records show that the downtown area
the plant was located in was racially integrated; people of
different races sometimes lived next door to each other.
Most residents were working class.10

By 1956, there were still a few single-family homes located
as close as 400 feet away from the plant. Census statistics
from 1950 showed that the population of the Census tract the
plant was located in was at least 86% white and, by Census
definition, “not of Spanish ancestry;” they had a median
income 42% higher than the Travis County average.14 It
was also in a greatly expanded central business district.

To say the area was mixed use would be an understatement. There were homes literally across the street or
adjacent to the power plant, an ice factory, and a cotton
compress, all of which consumed coal and were located
on the river. Another coal-consuming factory that gasified
coal to provide street and building lighting was also in the
area, as well as 2 lumberyards and a foundry. This is not
to mention the railroad that ran down 3rd Street, and road
dust, as Austin’s first street was not paved until 1906.

B. Holly Street Power Plant – Expansion of the electric
system for Austin’s growth required another plant site, as
well as prodigious amounts of water. This in turn required
the construction of the dam that created Lady Bird Lake,
named Longhorn Dam because it was built near a river
ford that was part of the Chisholm Trail used to herd cattle
after the Civil War.

According to a detailed analysis of Census records from
1900, whites, blacks, and Hispanics all lived within one
or two city blocks of the larger coal consuming facilities.

Holly Street Power Plant was built at the site of Austin’s
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first sewage treatment plant, where Holly Street intersected
the Colorado River. The sewage plant ceased operation
in about 1938. The City’s ownership may have been one
reason for building the power plant there. Despite the
power plant’s proximity to at least 100 homes within 600
feet of it, noise mitigation was not a priority. The City
could have prevented some of the nuisance problems by
purchasing the land and buildings closest to the plant, but
this forethought did not occur.

Fossil fuel opponents who allege racial motives
will exhaust their credibility. Other arguments
that have more merit will be ignored.
markedly. In 2014, the two Census tracts closest to the
plant site totaled 16.5 square miles, a much smaller area not
comparable to the 1970 Census tract the plant was located
in. They contained an estimated 9,904 residents. Only 4%
of them were white and non-Hispanic.

According to the 1960 Census, 64% of the families in
the Census tract the plant was located in had Spanish surnames. Protests regarding environmental racism became
pronounced in the 1990s. Holly Street was finally taken
offline in 2007, partially in response to these complaints.

None of these people live adjacent to the plant however,
with the closest residential buildings about 2,000 feet away
from the generation facility.
Moreover, some land around Decker is primed for
higher-end growth, which conflicts with the notion that
only people who are poor or minorities would live near a
gas plant. In 2014 and 2015, serious efforts were made to
place two high-end golf courses on the Decker site about
3/4 of a mile east of the power plant, with a luxury hotel
planned near the course.19 The City of Austin Housing
Finance Corporation has proposed a 208-acre Planned Unit
Development only half a mile south of the site, with 80%
of homes that would be selling for market rates.20
.

C. Decker Lake Power Plant – The Austin City Council
voted in December 1964 to purchase land near Decker Creek
based on an engineering review of several competing sites
for expansion of the electric power system.15 According
to Council minutes, the choice was based on: 1) proximity
to the City (though at the time the site was not in the City
limits); 2) proximity to a new transmission line for the regional grid traveling east towards Austin; 3) ease of adding
rail lines to transport construction equipment and supplies;
and 4) (most importantly) access to a low-lying area that
could be converted into an artificial lake for cooling water.

The Take-Away

Another advantage was that a considerable amount of the
land surrounding the lake site had potential to be used as
a recreation facility, which created space between the plant
and the eventual residential development that occurred.

Today’s concepts of environmental siting for energy
and industrial infrastructure are quite different from when
electric and natural gas utilities began. The old plants were,
by comparison, primitive, and often locally sited due to the
limits of technology or convenience.

Of the 3,733 acres of land ultimately purchased for the
Decker site, by far the largest parcel was 552 acres co-owned
by a small group of investors including Jake Pickle, who
had been elected to the U.S. Congress the year before. This
partnership had purchased the land in 1959, and ultimately
grossed $214,000 for their investment.16 It is unclear to
this author how much was known to the partners of the
City’s plans for utility expansion 5 years prior to the City
Council vote. Perhaps this was just a lucky coincidence.

While the siting of Holly Street indicates racial insensitivity because noise tolerance standards had changed over
the decades, the power plant at Decker Lake may indicate
the first electric station owned by Austin that had some
semblance of environmental consideration. It was placed
in a rural area far away from the general population. Fossil
fuel opponents who allege racial motives for the plant’s
location will exhaust their credibility, and other arguments
against the plant that have more merit will be ignored.

The first Decker unit came online in 1971. The 1970
Census showed there were only 5,022 people in the rural
Census tract that Decker was located in; 97% did not live
in the City limits. While income was only 71% of the mean
income for households in Travis County, at least 64% of these
inhabitants were white and “not of Spanish ancestry.”17

*

*

*

*

*

*

When editing this article, I sent it to several friends for review.
While most comments were helpful, the most interesting was
from a black woman who had lived in Austin for decades. Her
bemusing comment was “Your facts are completely accurate…
and I don’t believe you.” Confused, I asked if her conflicting
statement was meant to be poetic. She replied that there have
been so many incidents of racial discrimination in Austin’s (and
the country’s) past that minorities are likely to be suspicious even
when there was no proof of motive. She went on “Are you sure
you want to fight this battle?”

Due to geography, it was (and is) impossible for anyone
to live directly adjacent to the power plant site. Aerial photography from 1966 showed that there were only 21 homes
or buildings located in a 1 square mile area containing the
current plant footprint.18 It is possible that some of these
structures were used by the workers in charge of building
the power plant for business or domestic purposes.

The goal of this story, and its companion stories, is to look at
the multifaceted issues involved with the current regional electric
system and how it can be changed to prevent pollution. If readers’
suspicions are overwhelmed by the past, no amount of research
or facts will compensate. I followed the evidence where it led.

Due to Austin’s growth, population in the area has
increased substantially, and its demography has changed
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15 Minutes of the City Council, City of Austin, December 22, 1964, PDF
pp. 13-16.
16 City of Austin V. Robert Mueller, et al., “Final Judgement,” November
19, 1970.
17 Travis County Census Tract 22 for 1970 stated that of 5,022 people,
1,238 were black and 551 were Spanish speaking or with Spanish
surnames. The Census does not regard language as a racial indicator,
and Spanish speaking people can be of any race.
18 Review of 1966 flyover map, Section Q 24. Online at City of Austin GIS
Map Downloads: ftp://ftp.ci.austin.tx.us/GIS-Data/Regional/coa_gis.html
19 Lim, Andra, “Committee probes financial details of Decker Lake Golf
proposal,” Austin American-Statesman, April 13, 2015. Online at http://
www.mystatesman.com/news/local/committee-probes-financial-detailsdecker-lake-golf-proposal/3coAPrznX7mVXZWzBTjlIP/
20 Lim, Andra, “Colony Park at crossroads as area eyed for golf courses,
development,” Austin American-Statesman, February 27, 2015. Online
at mystatesman.com/news/local/colony-park-crossroads-area-eyed-forgolf-courses-development/VSZwWnFgN5bPYFvUp731CI/
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14 Of 5,116 people listed in Tract 12, 468 were listed as “negros” or other
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Come visit Ecology Action’s new home at Circle Acres and the
Center for Sustainable Futures! Join us year round for educational,
volunteer, and community events.
More info at https://www.ecology-action.org/circleacres/
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